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Abstract. Fast implosion of Z-pinches is considered as possible way to the generation of X-ray pulse on 
the level of some dozens MJ aimed at IFE. In this talk, experiments on the S-300 pulsed power machine 
are presented on the current-driven implosion of wire arrays composed of different fractions of Al and 
W. In the case of nested arrays, the effect of “pass” the outer liner, while imploding, through the inner 
one was first discovered on the base of X-ray spectral analysis. Another experimental series was carried 
out on sharpening the pulse by the plasma flow switches operating in nanosecond range with typical 
space scales ~ 1 mm. The reproducible regime of switching on the level of 750 kA is achieved, with the 
consequent damping rate ~100 ns. The radiative temperature of the inner wall of Hohlraum turns out to 
be as high as 40–50 eV. Besides, the prospects of application plasma opening switches as output 
cascades of pulsed power generators of megajoule range is studied on base of RS-20 machine. By using 
the programmed fill the diode gap by plasma, the suppression of pre-pulse has been achieved and 
shortening the pulse from 40 µs to 100 ns has been obtained.  

 
Implosion of Nested Wire Arrays 

 
On the “S-300” generator (3 MA, 100 ns, 0.15 Ohm) at the Kurchatov Institute, the 

experimental studies with multi-material wire array units are carried on aimed at investigation 
of the wire array chemical composition effect on the implosion dynamics and stability. The 
experiments were performed on various fashions of loads distinct from each other by the 
geometry and materials, including nested arrays fabricated from wires of different substances 
(Al, W). The following set of diagnostics was used: optical streak-camera photography, 
scintillator power recorder operating in the range of 50-500 eV, time-integrated three pinhole 
cameras, and X-ray spectrograph on convex mica crystal. As an active diagnostics in the 
visible range, the five-frame laser shadowgraphy with 0.3 ns time resolution was used. One of 
the features in some shadow pictures is an appearance of transparency space for the probing 
laser light. Such an effect may be treated as “filamentation” effect in the plasma of neighbor 
current-carrying conductors, carrying tens of kilo-amperes. Detailed description of all the 
experimental results is presented in the joint Sino-Russian paper [1]. The most interesting 
result is related to the implosion of nested arrays made of different wires: 

 
1) Inner: W(6 µm), N=20, r = 2–3 mm; outer: Al(15 µm), N=30, r = 6 mm; h = 10 mm.  
2) Inner: Al(15 µm), N=20, r = 2 mm; outer: W(6 µm), N=30, r = 6 mm; h = 10 mm. 

By the liner loads listed above, the output current value of the “S-300” machine was in the 
range of 2.5–3 MA. 

While imploding aluminum wire array, spectral lines of the hydrogen-like and helium-like 
aluminum ions were recorded by means of an X-ray spectrograph (FIG.1). One may conclude 
from the electric measurements that the inner almost immovable tungsten array intercepts an 
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electric current flow at the moment when outer aluminum array falls on it. It has been 
observed, on the base of the analysis of aluminum X-ray spectral lines (see FIG. 2), that in the 
case of nested array, the aluminum plasma of outer array penetrated into the tungsten array 
with subsequent compression. Thereby, the effect of outer liner “pass through” the inner one 
has been discovered. 

 
FIG. 1. A – X-ray spectrograph scheme; B – Trace of spectrum, shot # 16_04_3, 60 Al wires situated 
at the radius 6 mm 

 
FIG. 2. Set of spectra radiated from the compressed state in different load experiments 
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Plasma Flow Switch 
 
We investigate output devices similar to the plasma flow switch but operating in the 

nanosecond range of pulse duration [2]. The plasma bridge between the inner and outer 
cylinders is accelerated along the axis by means of the current pulse of generator (FIG.3-A). 
When it is flying through the break of the inner cylinder, the circuit breaks, as a result, the 
magnetic flux enters the central cavity where the load is situated.  

A series of simulations was carried out on the base of single-fluid, two-temperature MHD 
code with the effects of radiation transfer and Hall MHD included. At first glance, Hall effect 
should be immaterial in this problem since the typical space scale of both plasma washer and 
Z-pinch are at least one order of magnitude more than / pic ω . However, our simulations result 
in its important role. Not only quantitative results, even scenarios in pure MHD and Hall 
MHD turn out to be different. We believe this effect is conditioned by the generation, in the 
process of the plasma bridge acceleration, space scales much less than the basic scale of the 
problem, especially in the regions close to the electrodes.  

 
FIG. 3. A – Plasma flow switch; B – Wall temperature measurements on the base of SXR signals 

 
Our plasma bridge was created by means of the current-driven explosion of a thin foil in 

very beginning of the current pulse. Diameters of inner and outer cylinders were equal to 4 
and 10 mm, respectively. The break of inner cylinder was varied between 1 to 2.6 mm. The 
diameter and length of central cavity were equal to 3.6 mm and 10 mm, respectively.  The 
maximal current value was close to 2.5 MA. The better results were achieved by using plastic 
“washers” of 1.2–1.5 µm thickness coated by very thin layer of aluminum. The velocity of the 
foil sliding along the inner electrode (up to 108 cm/s) was recorded by means of the streak 
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ICT photographs in visible range. As loads, we used the arrays of 8–16 tungsten (5 µm) wires 
situated at r = 1 mm. An extreme switching rate (1015 A/s) has been achieved in our 
experiments. Heretofore, this result remains to be unique one; unfortunately, its 
reproducibility is low enough. To form less diffusive outer boundary of our plasma bridge, we 
have used the system of two colliding mylar foils, each one being of 1.5 µm thickness, with 
1–2 mm gap between them. As a result, the reproducible switching was achieved on the level 
~ 750 kA/5 ns, and the rate of the current decrease was the same as that of the net current (~ 
100 ns), unlike the extreme regime. The soft X-ray radiation (SXR) of the solid walls of 
Hohlraum was recorded in the range of hν ≥ 50 eV by means of two vacuum X-ray diodes 
(XRD) with the Ni photo-cathodes, supplied by the mylar filters with the mass thickness 0.34 
and 0.67 mg/cm2. They were situated at the distances 2.3 m from the output unit in the radial 
direction. The geometry and layout of output device allowed XRD “to see” only the inner 
surface of the cavity while the straightforward radiation of the load was screened (see FIG. 3-
B). The SXR signals corresponded to the black body radiation at the temperatures in the range 
of 38–50 eV. We can explain this result on the base of theory of strongly magnetized 
Hohlraum with the self-consistent penetration of both magnetic field and thermal wave into 
the cavity wall. 
 

Plasma Opening Switches 
 
The prospects of application plasma opening switch (POS) as an output cascade of pulsed 

power generators of megajoule range (I ~ 50–60 MA) is studied, aimed, in particular, at the 
next generation machine “Baikal” [3]. Using external axial magnetic field 1.5–2 T allowed 
enhancing the output POS voltage up to 3.2–3.5 MV, by the output pulse duration less than 
150 ns. Original POS voltage measurement was carried out by recording the short-wave 
boundary of the Bremsstrahlung spectrum on the base of the photo-nuclear reactions 
Be9(γ,n)Be8 and D2(γ,n)p (FIG. 4).  

 
FIG. 4. (γ,n)-experiment: A – Two detectors readings ratio; B – Schematic 
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 The problem of synchronization of the multi-module POS has been successfully solved 

on the base of the current feedbacks. One of the peculiarities of the “Baikal” machine 
conditioned by the inductive storage should be the very long prepulse (up to 40 µs), so that, 
despite the most energy being put in the main pulse, the most charge would be transferred 
during the prepulse. Thus, the problem exists, to arrange the pass of such a prepulse through a 
POS without breaking the circuit. In the model experiments on the RS-20 machine, by using 
the programmed fill the diode gap by plasma, the passive pass of prepulse has been brought 
about, as a result, shortening the pulse from 40 µs to 100 ns has been obtained (see FIG.5).  

 
FIG. 5. Results of the POS programmed fill 
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